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Abstract: Grid converters play a central role in renewable energy conversion. Among all inverter
topologies, the current source inverter (CSI) provides many advantages and is, therefore, the focus
of ongoing research. This review demonstrates how CSIs can play a pivotal role in ensuring the
seamless conversion of solar-generated energy with the electricity grid, thereby facilitating stable
and reliable integration. This study extensively investigates various categories of single-stage CSI
photovoltaic inverters, categorizing them into two-level, three-level, and multi-level architectures.
Furthermore, these inverters are classified based on construction attributes, power factor, and total
harmonic distortion values to assess their compliance with the standards, such as IEEE 1547 and
IEC 61727. This review also delves into diverse control strategies for seamless grid integration. This
comprehensive assessment serves as a resource for researchers in the field, enabling them to effectively
choose the most suitable CSI for their specific applications. Additionally, it offers a quick reference
point to steer research endeavors toward refining the integration of CSIs within photovoltaic systems.

Keywords: current source inverter; photovoltaic; power conversion; solar photovoltaic systems;
transformerless; renewable energy systems; earth leakage current; pulse width modulation; maximum
power point tracker; sliding mode; grid-connected PV system

1. Introduction

In recent years, photovoltaic (PV) systems have gained significant attention as a renew-
able energy solution, contributing to the global efforts towards sustainable development
and combating climate change. Central to the efficient functioning of these systems are
inverters, which play a crucial role in converting the direct current (DC) generated by
solar panels into alternating current (AC) that can be used to power electrical devices
and feed energy back into the grid [1,2]. The rapid growth of PV systems as a clean and
sustainable energy solution has sparked immense interest in improving the components of
these systems, due to its main properties:

• Inherent short-circuit protection;
• Low current and voltage harmonics.

One of the topologies that has gained an increasing importance in the field of PV
systems is the current source inverter (CSI). CSIs offer several advantages over other
inverter technologies, making them a popular choice for both residential and utility-scale
PV installations. Interconnected systems are categorized according to the quantity of power
processing stages, utilization of transformers, transformerless configurations, and the type
of commutation. Consequently, topologies relying on the number of stages in energy
processing are classified into single- and multistage systems, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Types of PV inverters: (a) single stage, (b) multi stage.

The single-stage CSI is a straightforward and cost-effective solution, suitable for small-
scale PV installations. It offers higher efficiency but may require additional filtering to
address voltage harmonics. On the other hand, multi-stage CSI allows for more flexibility
and control over the output waveform, making it a preferred choice for larger PV systems
where power quality is crucial. However, it involves more complex circuitry and has a
slightly lower overall efficiency due to additional conversion stages. The choice between
single-stage and multi-stage CSI depends on the specific requirements and priorities of
the PV system application. This article aims to provide a comprehensive overview of CSIs,
highlighting their key features, benefits, and applications within the context of PV systems,
and to provide a comprehensive introduction to CSIs, focusing on their significance in the
conversion of solar energy from photovoltaic cells to the electrical grid.

2. CSI Topologies in Photovoltaic Systems

Photovoltaic systems are rapidly advancing as a reliable and sustainable source of
energy [3]. To ensure efficient power conversion and integration with the grid, the choice
of the inverter topology plays a critical role. Among the various inverter technologies
available [4], CSI has gained significant attention due to its unique features and advantages.
The CSI basic scheme has an inductor in series between the DC input and the power
switches and aims for the CSI current to be continuous (Figure 2).

Figure 2. DC-link current waveform in one switching period.

The output current Ire f in the CSI is obtained by:

Ire f = ma Idc, (1)

where ma is the amplitude modulation index and Idc is the input current.
This paper presents an in-depth analysis of different CSI topologies in photovoltaic

systems, exploring their design, operation, and performance characteristics. The focus is
on comparing and evaluating popular CSI topologies, in terms of their efficiency, power
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This paper presents an in-depth analysis of different CSI topologies in photovoltaic
systems, exploring their design, operation, and performance characteristics. The focus is
on comparing and evaluating popular CSI topologies, in terms of their efficiency, power
quality, reliability, and grid compatibility. The findings of this study provide valuable
insights for researchers and engineers in selecting the most suitable CSI topology for specific
photovoltaic system requirements, enabling optimal energy conversion and integration into
the electrical grid. The types of CSI can be divided into two macro-categories, single-stage
and multi-stage, each with strengths and weaknesses (Table 1):

Table 1. Differences between single-stage and multi-stage CSI.

Aspect Single-Stage Multi-Stage

Number of power stages One Multiple (typically more than one)

Voltage levels Lower voltage levels due to
fewer stages

Higher voltage levels due to
multiple stages

Voltage quality May have more harmonics in
output

Reduced harmonics in output due
to multilevel design

Control complexity Typically simpler control
strategies

More complex control algorithms
due to multiple stages

Efficiency May have lower efficiency,
especially at high power levels

Improved efficiency, especially at
high power levels

Cost Lower initial cost
Higher initial cost due to

additional components and
complexity

Scalability Less scalable for high-power
applications

Highly scalable for a wide range
of power levels

Grid compatibility May require additional
filtering for grid compliance

Enhanced grid compatibility with
reduced filtering requirements

Applications Commonly used in smaller PV
installations

Preferred for medium- to
large-scale PV systems

Below are more details on “Single-stage” and “Multi-stage configurations:

2.1. Single-Stage CSI

Single-stage CSI: The single-stage CSI is a straightforward and efficient solution for
converting DC power from PV arrays into AC power suitable for grid connection. In this
configuration, a single conversion stage is employed to perform the direct conversion
process, eliminating the need for additional intermediate stages. The key components
of a single-stage CSI system typically include a current source inverter and a control
unit. The current source inverter is responsible for converting the DC current from the
PV panels into a controlled AC current. The control unit regulates the switching of the
power semiconductors in the inverter to achieve the desired AC voltage and frequency.
The simplicity of the single-stage design makes it cost-effective and suitable for small- to
medium-scale PV installations. One of the significant advantages of the single-stage CSI
is its higher overall efficiency. Since there are no additional conversion stages, the energy
losses associated with each stage are minimized, resulting in improved efficiency. This
feature makes the single-stage CSI an attractive choice for applications where maximizing
energy conversion efficiency is crucial. However, a potential drawback of the single-stage
CSI is its susceptibility to voltage harmonics in the output waveform. The direct conversion
process may introduce higher levels of harmonics, which can affect power quality and lead
to issues with the connected grid. To address this concern, additional filtering or advanced
control techniques may be implemented to mitigate harmonics and maintain compliance
with grid codes and standards. Consequently, we can summarize that the advantages are:
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• Simplicity of control and design: Single-stage CSI uses a single conversion stage to
convert DC power from the PV array to AC power for grid connection. It employs a
direct conversion approach without additional intermediate stages;

• Fault-tolerance: CSI has high fault-tolerance, as the DC-link inductor limits overcurrent;
• Lower cost: it requires fewer components, making it relatively simpler in design and

lower in cost;
• Suitable for smaller systems: Well-suited for smaller-scale PV installations. Due to

the absence of additional conversion stages, single-stage CSI generally exhibits higher
efficiency to low power levels, compared to multi-stage inverters.

The disadvantages for a single-stage CSI are:

• Efficiency: may have lower efficiency, especially at high power levels;
• Harmonics: Single-stage CSI may produce more voltage harmonics in the output

waveform, leading to potential power quality issues. Additional filtering or control
techniques may be needed to mitigate harmonics.

• Limited scalability: less suitable for high-power applications.

Single-stage CSI is particularly suitable for residential and small commercial PV sys-
tems, where simplicity and cost-effectiveness are essential considerations. Its efficiency and
reliability make it a practical choice for converting solar energy into usable AC power. As
with any inverter technology, proper system design, installation, and maintenance are cru-
cial to ensure optimal performance and longevity of the single-stage CSI in PV applications.

2.2. Multi-Stage CSI

The multi-stage CSI: The multi-stage CSI is a sophisticated and versatile solution
for converting DC power from photovoltaic (PV) arrays into AC power suitable for grid
connection [5]. Unlike the single-stage CSI, this configuration involves multiple conversion
stages to achieve the desired voltage and current levels, offering greater flexibility and
control over the output waveform. In a multi-stage CSI, additional components such as
DC-DC converters or intermediate DC bus systems are integrated into the system. These
components help in voltage transformation and conditioning before the final conversion
to AC power. The multi-stage approach allows for customization and optimization of the
conversion process, making it suitable for various PV system sizes and grid requirements.
The multi-stage CSI typically consists of multiple inverters or converters working in tandem.
Each stage performs a specific function, such as boosting the voltage to a higher level or
regulating the current flow, before passing it on to the next stage. Advanced control
algorithms govern the operation of each stage, ensuring seamless integration and efficient
energy conversion. One of the primary advantages of the multi-stage CSI is its ability
to achieve better power quality. The control over the output waveform allows for the
reduction in voltage harmonics and improvement in overall power factor, meeting grid
codes and standards more effectively. This feature makes the multi-stage CSI particularly
suitable for larger PV systems, where maintaining a high power quality is essential to
avoid grid disturbances and ensure seamless integration with the utility grid. However, the
multi-stage CSI’s added complexity results in a higher system cost compared to the single-
stage CSI. The additional components and control systems increase the initial investment,
making it more suitable for medium- to large-scale PV installations, where the benefits of
power quality and customization justify the higher upfront expenses. Consequently we
can summarize that the advantages are:

• Efficiency: Enhanced efficiency, especially at high power levels. For low power levels,
a multi-stage CSI may experience slightly lower efficiency due to additional conversion
losses. However, advanced control strategies can help optimize efficiency;

• Scalability: Highly scalable for various power levels;
• Harmonics: The use of multiple stages allows for more control over the output wave-

form, potentially reducing voltage harmonics. Multi-stage inverters can implement
more sophisticated control algorithms to achieve better power quality;
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• Grid Compatibility: enhanced grid compatibility with reduced filtering requirements.

The disadvantages for a multi-stage CSI are:

• Configuration: Multi-stage CSI employs multiple conversion stages between the PV
array and the grid connection. It can use a combination of converters or inverters to
achieve the desired voltage and current levels;

• Complexity: Multi-stage CSI requires additional components such as DC-DC convert-
ers [6] or intermediate DC bus systems. This results in a more complex design and
higher system cost;

• Grid Compatibility: enhanced grid compatibility with reduced filtering requirements.

In conclusion, the multi-stage CSI is a robust and versatile choice for converting solar
energy into AC power. Its ability to optimize power quality and customize the energy
conversion process makes it an excellent option for larger PV systems and applications
with strict grid requirements. Proper system design, integration, and control are essential
to harness the full potential of the multi-stage CSI and ensure its reliable and efficient
performance in PV installations.

In general, the main advantages and disadvantages of CSIs can be summarized in the
two tables. The advantages are in Table 2.

Table 2. Advantages of CSIs.

Advantages Description

Inherent short-circuit protection CSIs offer built-in short-circuit protection due to their current
source nature, making them robust against short-circuit faults

Smooth current output
CSIs provide precise and smooth output current, making

them suitable for applications where constant and accurate
current regulation is crucial

High reliability The simplicity of CSI design contributes to high reliability,
with fewer components prone to failure

Suitable for renewable energy
CSIs are well-suited for renewable energy sources like

photovoltaic systems, where their current control capabilities
align with the characteristics of these sources

Reduced harmonics
CSIs typically produce lower harmonics in the output current,

resulting in better power quality and less interference with
the grid

The disadvantages are in Table 3.

Table 3. Disadvantages of CSIs.

Disadvantages Description

Limited voltage control
CSIs have limited voltage control capabilities compared to

VSIs, which can be a drawback in certain applications
requiring precise voltage regulation

Complexity in voltage
regulation

Achieving precise voltage control in CSIs may require
additional circuitry or control strategies, increasing

system complexity

Reduced efficiency at low loads
CSIs may experience reduced efficiency at light loads due to

their constant current output, which might not match the
load’s demand optimally

Sensitive to load variations
Changes in the load impedance can affect the performance of

CSIs, potentially leading to variations in output current
and voltage
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2.3. Single-Stage CSI Topologies

In this paper, we will mainly deal with single-stage CSI topologies. The main topolo-
gies used in CSIs are:

1. Two-level;
2. Three-level;
3. Multilevel.

Two-level CSI is a fundamental topology employed in PV systems to convert the direct
current generated by solar panels into alternating current suitable for grid integration. This
inverter topology plays a crucial role in enabling the seamless and efficient utilization of
solar energy for both residential and commercial applications. In a two-level CSI for PV
systems, the core principle involves using a single controlled current source to generate a
two-level voltage waveform. The simplicity and cost-effectiveness of this topology make it
an attractive choice for small-scale PV systems. However, the two-level CSI also presents
certain challenges, particularly in terms of voltage harmonics in the output waveform. The
direct conversion process can introduce higher levels of harmonics, potentially affecting
the quality of power being fed back into the grid. This has prompted the development
of advanced control techniques and filtering strategies to mitigate harmonics and ensure
compliance with grid standards. Despite its limitations, the two-level CSI remains a widely
adopted solution due to its straightforward design and reliability.

Three-level CSI stands as a significant advancement in the field of PV systems, offering
enhanced power conversion capabilities and improved grid integration. This inverter
topology plays a pivotal role in bridging the gap between the DC output from solar panels
and the AC required for seamless connection to the electrical grid. In a three-level CSI for
PV applications, the central concept revolves around using three independently controlled
current sources to generate a three-level voltage waveform. This innovative approach is a
departure from the traditional two-level topology and aims to mitigate certain challenges
associated with voltage harmonics and power quality. These devices are orchestrated to
create three distinct voltage levels, allowing for a more refined output waveform compared
to the standard two-level topology. The result is a reduction in voltage harmonics and
an overall enhancement in power quality which directly contributes to grid stability and
compliance. By producing a smoother AC voltage waveform with fewer harmonics, this
topology reduces the potential for grid disturbances and enhances the overall efficiency of
the PV system. This makes the three-level CSI particularly suitable for medium- to large-
scale PV installations where grid integration and power quality are paramount. However,
it is important to acknowledge that the three-level CSI’s increased complexity comes with
certain challenges, including advanced control strategies and potential cost considerations.
Nevertheless, ongoing research and technological advancements continue to address these
challenges, further improving the performance and reliability of these topologies.

Multilevel CSIs find application in medium–high power photovoltaic systems, where
the improvement in energy quality and the reduction in harmonic distortion are essential.
These topologies efficiently handle low DC input voltages, making them suitable for PV
systems with varying sunlight conditions. The benefits are higher power conversion
efficiency, reduced switching losses, and less electromagnetic interference. However,
these topologies are not without drawbacks. They often involve greater complexity in
control algorithms and circuit design, potentially leading to higher initial costs. Accurate
calibration of voltage levels and careful selection of switching devices are essential to ensure
optimum performance.

Within this framework, two distinct configurations emerge: the CSI with a transformer
and the CSI without a transformer, each offering unique advantages and considerations.

• CSI with a transformer: An isolation transformer is introduced between the inverter
and the grid connection. This transformer serves a dual purpose: galvanic isolation
and voltage transformation. Galvanic isolation enhances safety by preventing ground
loop issues and ensuring system reliability. Additionally, the transformer enables
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voltage level adjustment, making it adaptable to diverse grid voltage standards and
regional requirements. This configuration is well-suited for applications where safety,
grid compatibility, and voltage transformation are critical concerns;

• CSI transformerless: This eliminates the need for an isolation transformer. This design
choice streamlines the system by reducing overall complexity, weight, and potential
efficiency losses associated with transformer-based solutions. The absence of a trans-
former contributes to higher overall efficiency, making this configuration appealing
for PV systems prioritizing energy conversion efficiency and cost-effectiveness. How-
ever, the absence of galvanic isolation necessitates careful consideration of insulation
coordination and safety measures.

Both configurations exhibit merits and trade-offs that should be evaluated based on the
specific needs of the PV system and the grid integration requirements. The choice between
the CSI with and without a transformer hinges on factors such as safety considerations,
grid regulations, power quality demands, and cost considerations (Table 4).

Table 4. Comparison of CSIs with transformer and transformerless.

Type Description Pros Cons

Transformer
[7–11]

Low-Frequency Simple design, galvanic
isolation, reliable

Low efficiency due to
losses in the

transformer, increase in
weight and volume

High-Frequency
Simple design, galvanic
isolation, high efficiency,

light weight, compact
High complexity

Transformerless
[1,9,12–21]

Without
Transformer

Less weight than a CSI
with transformer, high

efficiency, compact

Possible injection of DC
into the AC grid, no

galvanic isolation

The decision to integrate a transformer or opt for a transformerless design influences
the system’s safety, efficiency, and adaptability to different grid conditions [22].

Each topology of PV inverters for CSI has its strengths and weaknesses, and the choice
depends on factors such as the scale of the PV system, power quality requirements, grid
regulations, and cost considerations. Understanding these different topologies is essential
for designing efficient and reliable PV systems that meet specific application needs.

2.3.1. Two-Level CSI

The two-level CSI is the simplest topology, where a single controlled current source
generates a two-level voltage waveform. Two-level CSIs are known for their simplicity
and cost-effectiveness, rendering them suitable for small- to medium-scale PV installations.
However, they might produce appreciable voltage harmonics, which can influence power
quality and grid compliance. Both single-phase and three-phase [23] configurations can be
found in the literature. A comparative evaluation of single-phase and three-phase CSIs for
grid interfacing was explored for the grid interconnection of distributed and renewable
energy systems [24].

Some examples of two-level CSIs (single-phase) are given below:

• Two-level CSI with H-Bridge: This is one of the most common configurations for
single-phase two-level inverters. It uses four switching devices arranged in an H-
bridge, consisting of two upper and two lower arms to create the desired AC voltage
output. The two upper arms are connected to each other and share a positive point,
while the two lower arms are also connected to each other and share a negative point.
The control signal is applied to the switching devices to create an alternating voltage
waveform at the output line (Figure 3). The H-bridge topology is commonly used in
medium- to large-sized PV systems;
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Figure 3. Two-level CSI (single-phase).

The states of a two-level CSI are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. States of a two-level CSI.

State Current Vector Switch On

Active Iout S1,S4
−Iout S2,S3

Zero Izero
S1,S2
S3,S4

• Two-level CSI with only one neutral point: This configuration uses two controlled
current sources (A and B) and a single neutral point shared between them. Switching
devices are used to connect and disconnect current sources with the neutral point in a
synchronous manner, generating a two-level voltage waveform at the output line. An
example of improvement in the basic transformerless topology is called CSI5 and is
presented in [18,25]. This topology is the one shown in Figure 4. First, it includes an
additional leg with a single switch, effectively minimizing conduction losses during
times when power is not being transferred to the output. Secondly, the design of the
DC link enables the inverter to leverage the voltage-boosting capability of the current
source inverter, allowing it to utilize low voltage PV arrays as input sources.

Figure 4. A transformerless CSI5 for a grid-connected SPV system.

Some examples of two-level CSIs (three-phase) are given below:

Figure 3. Two-level CSI (single-phase).

The states of a two-level CSI are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. States of a two-level CSI.

State Current Vector Switch On

Active
Iout S1,S4
−Iout S2,S3

Zero Izero
S1,S2
S3,S4

• Two-level CSI with only one neutral point: This configuration uses two controlled
current sources (A and B) and a single neutral point shared between them. Switching
devices are used to connect and disconnect current sources with the neutral point in a
synchronous manner, generating a two-level voltage waveform at the output line. An
example of improvement in the basic transformerless topology is called CSI5 and is
presented in [18,25]. This topology is the one shown in Figure 4. First, it includes an
additional leg with a single switch, effectively minimizing conduction losses during
times when power is not being transferred to the output. Secondly, the design of the
DC link enables the inverter to leverage the voltage-boosting capability of the current
source inverter, allowing it to utilize low voltage PV arrays as input sources.
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The most used two-level three-phase CSIs is shown in Figure 5:

• Two-level CSIs with floating neutral points: This configuration uses three indepen-
dently controlled current sources (A, B, and C) and three floating neutral points [26].
Each current source is switched to provide positive, zero, or negative voltages on the
output line with respect to the floating neutral points [27]. It uses six switching devices
arranged in an half-bridge, consisting of three upper and three lower arms to create
the desired three-phase AC voltage output (Figure 5). The most used modulation
technique is space vector modulation (SVM) [28], based on pulse-width modulation
(PWM). The fundamental principle of SVM is that a reference output current Ire f
represents the three three-phase output currents which are assumed constant in the
sampling period Tc, and is the sum of two adjacent active states and a zero state
(Table 6).
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output current Ire f represents the three three-phase output currents which are assumed
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Table 6. SVM states.

State Current Vector Switch On

Active

I1 S1,S5
I2 S2,S6
I3 S3,S1
I4 S4,S2
I5 S5,S3
I6 S6,S4

Zero
S1,S4

I0 S2,S5
S3,S6

These are some examples of two-level current source inverters, but there are other
variations and configurations possible. Two-level topologies are simpler than three-level
topologies, but can produce a voltage waveform that is less smooth and has more harmon-
ics. The choice of topology depends on the specifics of the PV system and the needs of
the application.

2.1.2. Three-Level CSI

Three-level CSI is an advanced topology designed to improve power quality and
reduce voltage harmonics compared to its two-level counterpart. It employs three inde-
pendently controlled current sources, each responsible for generating positive, neutral,
or negative voltage levels. This arrangement allows the three-level CSI to produce a
higher-quality AC voltage waveform with fewer harmonics. While more complex than the
two-level CSI, three-level inverters are preferred for medium- to large-scale PV systems,
where power quality is crucial.

Three-level CSIs can be built using different configurations and combinations of
components. Some examples of three-level CSIs are given below:

• Single-phase CSI with a neutral point: Figure 6 shows a circuit with an additional
leg similar to CSI5. This solution reduces conduction losses as well as significantly
reducing earth leakage current. Both of these topologies are used for transformerless
PV applications [29].

Figure 5. Two-level CSI (three-phase).

Table 6. SVM states.

State Current Vector Switch On

Active

I1 S1,S5
I2 S2,S6
I3 S3,S1
I4 S4,S2
I5 S5,S3
I6 S6,S4

Zero I0

S1,S4
S2,S5
S3,S6

These are some examples of two-level current source inverters, but there are other
variations and configurations possible. Two-level topologies are simpler than three-level
topologies, but can produce a voltage waveform that is less smooth and has more harmonics.
The choice of topology depends on the specifics of the PV system and the needs of the
application.

2.3.2. Three-Level CSI

Three-level CSI is an advanced topology designed to improve power quality and
reduce voltage harmonics compared to its two-level counterpart. It employs three inde-
pendently controlled current sources, each responsible for generating positive, neutral,
or negative voltage levels. This arrangement allows the three-level CSI to produce a
higher-quality AC voltage waveform with fewer harmonics. While more complex than the
two-level CSI, three-level inverters are preferred for medium- to large-scale PV systems,
where power quality is crucial.

Three-level CSIs can be built using different configurations and combinations of
components. Some examples of three-level CSIs are given below:
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• Single-phase CSI with a neutral point: Figure 6 shows a circuit with an additional
leg similar to CSI5. This solution reduces conduction losses as well as significantly
reducing earth leakage current. Both of these topologies are used for transformerless
PV applications [29].

• Three-level CSI with a neutral point: In this configuration, three controlled current
sources (A, B, and C) are connected to each other and share a common neutral point
(Figure 7). Switching devices are used to connect and disconnect current sources
with neutral points in a synchronous manner, thus generating a three-level voltage
waveform. This topology requires an isolation transformer to separate the DC voltage
side of the circuit from the AC side.
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The three-phase and tri-state buck-boost integrated inverter for solar applications
presented in [30] employs a modified SVM technique to control the operation of the
inverter, as shown in Figure 8.

The use of the special characteristics of tri-state operation coupled with a modified
SVM allows the inverter to have a significant degree of freedom for controller design, i.e.,
the input and output can be independently controlled. Furthermore, in this inverter, for
connection to the electrical grid, there are no electrolytic power capacitors, which translates
into a considerable advantage for the useful life of the structure.

A three-phase current inverter modified for modular photovoltaic applications where
each switch has a diode [31] is shown in Figure 9.
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For the above four leg topology, it is controlled via SVM using a Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT) as input, as shown by the following block diagram (Figure 10).
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The use of the special characteristics of tri-state operation coupled with a modified
SVM allows the inverter to have a significant degree of freedom for controller design, i.e.,
the input and output can be independently controlled. Furthermore, in this inverter, for
connection to the electrical grid, there are no electrolytic power capacitors, which translates
into a considerable advantage for the useful life of the structure.

A three-phase current inverter modified for modular photovoltaic applications where
each switch has a diode [31] is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Three-phase current inverter with additional leg and backwards diodes.

For the above four leg topology, it is controlled via SVM using a Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT) as input, as shown by the following block diagram (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Block diagram of SVM using MPPT as input.

A comparative study of three- and four-leg AC inverters for solar photovoltaic applica-
tions was carried out between the four-leg topology, as shown in Figure 11 and a standard
three-phase CSI [32]. The four-legged variant demonstrates a dramatic reduction in total
harmonic distortion (THD) compared to the three-legged counterpart. The comparison
was conducted using the Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) technique.

Figure 11. Grid-connected four-leg CSI with integrated iCM return path.

Figure 9. Three-phase current inverter with additional leg and backwards diodes.
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SVM allows the inverter to have a significant degree of freedom for controller design, i.e.,
the input and output can be independently controlled. Furthermore, in this inverter, for
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Figure 10. Block diagram of SVM using MPPT as input.

A comparative study of three- and four-leg AC inverters for solar photovoltaic applica-
tions was carried out between the four-leg topology, as shown in Figure 11 and a standard
three-phase CSI [32]. The four-legged variant demonstrates a dramatic reduction in total
harmonic distortion (THD) compared to the three-legged counterpart. The comparison
was conducted using the Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) technique.

The four-leg CSI transformerless solution with direct connection to the grid [20],
discussed above, can be used effectively on a transformer sub-station, as shown in Figure 12.
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The four-leg CSI transformerless solution with direct connection to the grid [20],
discussed above, can be used effectively on a transformer sub-station, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Four-leg CSI with integrated iCM return path connected to transformer.

Both of these examples achieve an output voltage with three distinct levels, reducing
voltage harmonics and improving wave quality compared to two-level inverters. The
choice of topology will depend on the specifics of the application and the needs of the
PV system.

2.1.3. Multilevel CSI Topologies

To overcome the disadvantages of CSI, Current Multilevel (CML), better known as
Multilevel CSI topologies (MCSI), was introduced. The MCSI [33] combines the character-
istics of CSI and exhibits reduced switching losses and a lower voltage slew rate (dv/dt).
Consequently, this proves to be advantageous for applications demanding high-voltage
capabilities with low harmonic currents [21]. The current-cells work by generating interme-
diate level currents for multilevel output current waveform generation. The number of the
DC current sources is n, which is equal to the number of the smoothing inductors in the
circuit. The amplitudes of the parallel DC current sources in the proposed multilevel CSIs
are I/n, which are smaller than the amplitude of the DC current source in the three-level
H-Bridge CSI. A five-level CSI is obtained by connecting a single current-cell and a seven-
level CSI configuration is achieved by connecting two current-cells with the H-Bridge CSI,
and so forth.

The relation of the level number of the output current waveform can be expressed as:

M = 3 + 2N, (2)

where M is the level number of the output current waveform, and N is the number of the
current-cell circuits.

Again, MCSI circuits can be made for single-phase or three-phase grids.
A single phase grid-connected MCSI based on a boost converter is given in [34] and in

Figure 13:

Figure 13. Two-cell boost single-phase MCSI.
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Both of these examples achieve an output voltage with three distinct levels, reducing
voltage harmonics and improving wave quality compared to two-level inverters. The
choice of topology will depend on the specifics of the application and the needs of the
PV system.

2.1.3. Multilevel CSI Topologies

To overcome the disadvantages of CSI, Current Multilevel (CML), better known as
Multilevel CSI topologies (MCSI), was introduced. The MCSI [33] combines the character-
istics of CSI and exhibits reduced switching losses and a lower voltage slew rate (dv/dt).
Consequently, this proves to be advantageous for applications demanding high-voltage
capabilities with low harmonic currents [21]. The current-cells work by generating interme-
diate level currents for multilevel output current waveform generation. The number of the
DC current sources is n, which is equal to the number of the smoothing inductors in the
circuit. The amplitudes of the parallel DC current sources in the proposed multilevel CSIs
are I/n, which are smaller than the amplitude of the DC current source in the three-level
H-Bridge CSI. A five-level CSI is obtained by connecting a single current-cell and a seven-
level CSI configuration is achieved by connecting two current-cells with the H-Bridge CSI,
and so forth.

The relation of the level number of the output current waveform can be expressed as:
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This work presents a boost-type current multilevel inverter topology and its applica-
tion to the energy processing of single-phase grid-connected PV systems. Up to five levels
can be synthesized in the output current waveform with this topology, employing either
low-frequency or sinusoidal PWM switching. The structure allows the high power factor
operation of a photovoltaic system, feeding into the grid an almost sinusoidal current, with
reduced conducted and radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI).

A conventional method to generate the multilevel current waveforms is by paralleling
some H-Bridge CSIs [35], as shown in Figure 14. CSI topologies based on a multilevel
H-bridge present a reduced number of switching devices [36,37] and use a PWM for current.
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In three-phase systems, when extending full-bridge buck-boost CSI to five-level CSI,
the difficulty in circuit design is the isolation of the DC link between two bridges, such
as directly cascaded CSI. Using a single source, the buck-boost derived five-level current
source inverter uses two additional switches, labeled SW and SW’, which are used to
effectively isolate the DC lines, preventing unnecessary current recirculation between the
two circuits (Figure 15). For a buck-boost topology three-phase system [38]:
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In three-phase systems, when extending full-bridge buck-boost CSI to five-level CSI,
the difficulty in circuit design is the isolation of the DC link between two bridges, such
as directly cascaded CSI. Using a single source, the buck-boost derived five-level current
source inverter uses two additional switches, labeled SW and SW′, which are used to
effectively isolate the DC lines, preventing unnecessary current recirculation between the
two circuits (Figure 15). For a buck-boost topology three-phase system [38]:

Note that SW and SW′ should turn on or off simultaneously with the same conductive
duty ratio so as to charge inductor L1 and L2 simultaneously.

Another typical five-level H-bridge (single-phase) is shown in Figure 16.
This topology can synthesize an output current waveform with up to five levels, using

line frequency switching, or up to three levels, using PWM switching [36].
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Note that SW and SW’ should turn on or off simultaneously with the same conductive
duty ratio so as to charge inductor L1 and L2 simultaneously.

Another typical five-level H-bridge (single-phase) is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Multicell CSI.

This topology can synthesize an output current waveform with up to five levels, using
line frequency switching, or up to three levels, using PWM switching [36].

In general for multilevel inverters, phase shift carrier-based synchronized sine wave
PWM techniques (PSPWM) can be used. The basic technique lies in phase-shifting the
carriers using Sine Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) to improve the energy quality [39].
Phase shift carrier-based techniques use additional current sources to create a staircase-like
voltage waveform, resulting in reduced harmonic distortion and improved efficiency.

Multi-Level CSIs are particularly advantageous for high-power applications and large
grid-connected PV systems.

2.1.4. Other Topologies

In addition to the topologies described above there are other topologies for single-
phase/three-phase systems with two/three levels. For convenience, they have been divided
into single-phase and three-phase.

• Single-phase: A single-stage buck-boost PV system [40,41] is depicted in Figure 17.
This topology can be employed in conjunction with a tuned resonant filter for a CSI
H-bridge inverter [42].

Figure 17. Buck-boost single stage CSI.

A single-phase current source solar inverter with a reduced-size DC link introduces a
three-leg single-phase topology that ensures a constant instantaneous power trans-
fer across the bridge [16]. This operational approach effectively cancels out certain

Figure 16. Multicell CSI.

In general for multilevel inverters, phase shift carrier-based synchronized sine wave
PWM techniques (PSPWM) can be used. The basic technique lies in phase-shifting the
carriers using Sine Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) to improve the energy quality [39].
Phase shift carrier-based techniques use additional current sources to create a staircase-like
voltage waveform, resulting in reduced harmonic distortion and improved efficiency.

Multi-Level CSIs are particularly advantageous for high-power applications and large
grid-connected PV systems.

2.3.4. Other Topologies

In addition to the topologies described above there are other topologies for single-
phase/three-phase systems with two/three levels. For convenience, they have been divided
into single-phase and three-phase.

• Single-phase: A single-stage buck-boost PV system [40,41] is depicted in Figure 17.
This topology can be employed in conjunction with a tuned resonant filter for a CSI
H-bridge inverter [42].
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• A single-phase current source solar inverter with a reduced-size DC link introduces a
three-leg single-phase topology that ensures a constant instantaneous power transfer
across the bridge [16]. This operational approach effectively cancels out certain har-
monic components of the current ripple, thereby reducing the required DC link shown
in Figure 18.

• Another utilized topology is the pseudo-single-stage flyback current source inverter [11]
for grid-connected PV applications (Figure 19). The key advantage is evidently the
galvanic isolation and enhanced voltage boost capability [10].

• An optimal control method for interleaved, grid-connected photovoltaic flyback mi-
croinverters (Figure 20) was investigated to achieve high efficiency across a wide range
of loads [43].
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harmonic components of the current ripple, thereby reducing the required DC link
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Single-phase CSI with reduced-size DC link.

Another utilized topology is the pseudo-single-stage flyback current source inverter [11]
for grid-connected PV applications (Figure 19). The key advantage is evidently the
galvanic isolation and enhanced voltage boost capability [10].

Figure 19. Flyback CSI.

An optimal control method for interleaved, grid-connected photovoltaic flyback mi-
croinverters (Figure 20) was investigated to achieve high efficiency across a wide range
of loads [43].

Figure 20. Flyback microinverter.

The paper also assesses the benefits of operating in Discontinuous Current Mode
(DCM) over Boundary Conduction Mode (BCM). It was demonstrated that operating in
DCM consistently provides higher efficiencies with this converter topology (Table 7).

Table 7. Efficiency of DCM vs. BCM.

Power (W) 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

DCM (%) 91.2 94.5 95.5 95.7 96.1 96.5 96.5 96.1

BCM (%) − 79.0 87.5 92.1 93.1 95.1 95.5 95.7

Figure 18. Single-phase CSI with reduced-size DC link.
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The paper also assesses the benefits of operating in Discontinuous Current Mode (DCM)
over Boundary Conduction Mode (BCM). It was demonstrated that operating in DCM
consistently provides higher efficiencies with this converter topology (Table 7).
The PV microinverter presented in [44] utilizes the LLC resonant converter as a step-up
stage, decoupled from the solar panel. The switch S3 serves the dual purpose of a short-
circuit generator and a current path, depending on the voltage Cbu f . Additionally, the two
diodes are employed to cover all possible current paths (Figure 21).

Table 7. Efficiency of DCM vs. BCM.
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up stage, decoupled from the solar panel. The switch S3 serves the dual purpose of a
short-circuit generator and a current path, depending on the voltage Cbu f . Additionally,
the two diodes are employed to cover all possible current paths (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Microinverter based on LLC topology.

• Three-phase CSIs are employed to convert the DC output from solar panels into
three-phase AC suitable for grid connection or powering three-phase loads. Similar
to the single-phase CSI, the three-phase CSI operates as a current source, regulating
the output current independently of the load impedance [45]. This topology offers
advantages such as low harmonic distortion, improved efficiency, and enhanced
power quality. By introducing additional voltage levels, the three-phase CSI reduces
voltage stress on switching devices, resulting in lower switching losses and increased
efficiency. This topology generates stepped voltage waveforms, synthesizing a higher
quality sinusoidal output that meets grid code requirements and ensures smooth
integration of solar power into the utility grid. The wider operating voltage range of
three-phase CSI enables efficient power extraction from PV modules under varying
solar irradiance conditions, enhancing system flexibility and adapting to the demands
of three-phase loads.

3. Comparative Analysis

Understanding the characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of each CSI topol-
ogy is essential for selecting the most appropriate configuration for a given photovoltaic
system. Factors such as system size, power requirements, cost considerations, and grid
integration requirements should be carefully evaluated to determine the optimal choice
(Table 8).

Table 8. Characteristics of CVI converters (DC-AC).

Topology Ref.
Power
Rating
(VA)

Switching
Freq (kHz)

Grid Freq
(Hz) Modulation Switches/

Diodes Filter THD (%) Power
Factor (PF)

Efficiency
(%)

Two-level

[14] 220 3 50 SPWM 4/4 LC 6.49 0.9813 -
[8,9] 400 300 50 PWM 9/11 LCL - 0.8–1 95.5
[18] 500 10 50 SPWM 5/5 LC 3.67 1 -
[15] 2000 10 50 PWM + FLC 4/4 LC 1.01–7.75 <1 -
[15] 2000 10 50 PWM + SMC 4/4 LC 0.44–51.09 <1 -
[16] 3500 10 50 PWM 6/6 LC - 1 -

Three-level

[40] 300 10 50 SPWM 4/2 LC <5 0.987–0.996 80–86
[7] 1000 50 50 PWM 9/9 LC 2.54–5.37 1 95.07
[20] 2000 7.5 50 SVPWM 8/8 LC 5.9 0.99 96.4
[46] 3300 32 50 SVM 6/6 LC - - -
[24] 5000 25 60 PWM 8/8 LCL - - 98.4
[32] 10,000 7 50 SVPWM 6/6 LC 0.68 <1 88.28
[32] 10,000 7 50 SVPWM 8/8 LC 3.18 <1 88.28
[47] 10,000 7.5 50 PWM 8/8 LC 4.22 0.99 88.28

M-level

[37] - 22 60 PWM 5/6 LC 2.6 - -
[36] 360 3 60 PWM 6/7 LC <5 0.9939 96

[39] * 3730 0.16 50 PSPWM 8/8 L 29.13 - -
[48] 373k 300 60 PSPWM 3 × (4/4) LC - 1 -

* Not used for PV systems.

Figure 21. Microinverter based on LLC topology.

Three-phase CSIs are employed to convert the DC output from solar panels into
three-phase AC suitable for grid connection or powering three-phase loads. Similar to the
single-phase CSI, the three-phase CSI operates as a current source, regulating the output
current independently of the load impedance [45]. This topology offers advantages such as
low harmonic distortion, improved efficiency, and enhanced power quality. By introducing
additional voltage levels, the three-phase CSI reduces voltage stress on switching devices,
resulting in lower switching losses and increased efficiency. This topology generates
stepped voltage waveforms, synthesizing a higher quality sinusoidal output that meets
grid code requirements and ensures smooth integration of solar power into the utility grid.
The wider operating voltage range of three-phase CSI enables efficient power extraction
from PV modules under varying solar irradiance conditions, enhancing system flexibility
and adapting to the demands of three-phase loads.

3. Comparative Analysis

Understanding the characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of each CSI topol-
ogy is essential for selecting the most appropriate configuration for a given photovoltaic sys-
tem. Factors such as system size, power requirements, cost considerations, and grid integra-
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tion requirements should be carefully evaluated to determine the optimal
choice (Table 8).

Table 8. Characteristics of CVI converters (DC-AC).

Topology Ref.
Power
Rating
(VA)

Switching
Freq

(kHz)

Grid Freq
(Hz) Modulation Switches/

Diodes Filter THD (%)
Power
Factor
(PF)

Efficiency
(%)

Two-level

[14] 220 3 50 SPWM 4/4 LC 6.49 0.9813 -
[8,9] 400 300 50 PWM 9/11 LCL - 0.8–1 95.5
[18] 500 10 50 SPWM 5/5 LC 3.67 1 -
[15] 2000 10 50 PWM + FLC 4/4 LC 1.01–7.75 <1 -

[15] 2000 10 50 PWM + SMC 4/4 LC 0.44–
51.09 <1 -

[16] 3500 10 50 PWM 6/6 LC - 1 -

Three-
level

[40] 300 10 50 SPWM 4/2 LC <5 0.987–
0.996 80–86

[7] 1000 50 50 PWM 9/9 LC 2.54–5.37 1 95.07
[20] 2000 7.5 50 SVPWM 8/8 LC 5.9 0.99 96.4
[46] 3300 32 50 SVM 6/6 LC - - -
[24] 5000 25 60 PWM 8/8 LCL - - 98.4
[32] 10,000 7 50 SVPWM 6/6 LC 0.68 <1 88.28
[32] 10,000 7 50 SVPWM 8/8 LC 3.18 <1 88.28
[47] 10,000 7.5 50 PWM 8/8 LC 4.22 0.99 88.28

M-level

[37] - 22 60 PWM 5/6 LC 2.6 - -
[36] 360 3 60 PWM 6/7 LC <5 0.9939 96

[39] * 3730 0.16 50 PSPWM 8/8 L 29.13 - -
[48] 373k 300 60 PSPWM 3 × (4/4) LC - 1 -

* Not used for PV systems.

4. Performance of CSIs in Photovoltaic Systems

Inverter performance is critical in determining the overall efficiency and effectiveness
of PV systems. Among various inverter technologies, CSIs have emerged as a reliable
solution for converting DC power from solar panels into AC power suitable for grid
connection. This article aims to comprehensively examine the performance of CSIs in
photovoltaic systems, highlighting important parameters such as conversion efficiency,
stability, energy quality, power factor, dynamic response, and variation management of
solar radiation.

1. Efficiency is a critical performance metric for CSIs, as it directly impacts the energy
conversion process. CSIs are known for their high conversion efficiencies, resulting in
minimal power losses during the DC to AC conversion. Factors contributing to their
efficiency include advanced control algorithms, optimized switching techniques, and
low conduction and switching losses. High-efficiency CSIs ensure maximum power
generation from the PV system, thereby maximizing the overall system performance
and energy yield;

2. Stability is a critical performance parameter for CSIs, ensuring their reliable and
consistent operation. By maintaining stable voltage and frequency levels, CSIs con-
tribute to a robust and secure grid integration. Advanced control strategies, including
grid synchronization techniques and voltage regulation algorithms, enable CSIs to
adapt to varying operating conditions and maintain stability even under fluctuating
solar irradiance levels. Dynamic modeling and stability analysis of a three-phase
PWM-based CSI for standalone applications, based on an analytical and experimental
investigation, verify that the examined topology can effectively operate as a boost
converter with a VLLrms/Vdc ratio exceeding 3, while ensuring a THD below 5% [49].
This characteristic is particularly advantageous for applications utilizing low voltage
DC links;

3. Power quality: Maintaining high-power quality is essential for PV systems to ensure
reliable and stable operation. CSIs excel in this aspect by offering superior power
quality features. Their precise current control capability allows for low harmonic
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distortion and reactive power compensation, ensuring compliance with grid standards
and reducing the risk of grid disturbances. One of the techniques for reactive power
control of the grid-connected photovoltaic microinverter is based on third-harmonic
injection [7] to achieve better overall power quality (Figure 22).
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The circuit is controlled by a phase-locked loop (PLL)-based controller as shown in
Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Control PLL based on third-harmonic injection.

Additionally, CSIs exhibit an excellent dynamic response, enabling seamless load
adaptation and grid synchronization. A particular single stage solar inverter using
a unique active filter that replicates the behavior of a conventional second order LC
mains filter was presented in [50]. This solution (Figure 24) offers the flexibility to
adjust the cutoff frequency, allowing emulation of the desired reactance for efficient
filtering. Additionally, the proposed system incorporates active closed-loop filtration
to continuously monitor and improve power quality. An active power filter for grid
connection that uses a shunt active power filter that can be used even when the PV
array is not sending energy to the grid was proposed in [51]. The control is used
simultaneously by MPPT and harmonic compensation.

Figure 24. Three-phase current source shunt active power filter with solar photovoltaic grid interface.

The compensation of the harmonics introduced by the network takes place through
the introduction of a reactive power q and the two passive elements, Ldc and Cdc,
can be controlled via a switching strategy to act as an active LC filter. To improve
the control of the active power shunt filter connected to a photovoltaic system is to
directly control the power by selecting the combination of switches to be applied
based on a switch [52]. We can summarize that the potential solutions for reducing
harmonics in current source inverters are (Table 9):

Table 9. Potential solutions for harmonics reduction in CSIs.

Solution Category Description

Multilevel topologies
Implement multilevel CSI topologies (e.g., three-level, five-level)

that inherently generate cleaner output voltage with
reduced harmonics

Passive filters Utilize passive filters (e.g., LC filters) to mitigate harmonics by
attenuating unwanted frequency components in the output

Active filters
Employ active filters (e.g., active power filters) to actively

suppress harmonics by injecting counteracting currents into
the system.

Soft switching
Implement soft-switching techniques, such as resonant

converters, to reduce switching-related harmonics and minimize
high-frequency noise

Figure 23. Control PLL based on third-harmonic injection.

Additionally, CSIs exhibit an excellent dynamic response, enabling seamless load
adaptation and grid synchronization. A particular single stage solar inverter using
a unique active filter that replicates the behavior of a conventional second order LC
mains filter was presented in [50]. This solution (Figure 24) offers the flexibility to
adjust the cutoff frequency, allowing emulation of the desired reactance for efficient
filtering. Additionally, the proposed system incorporates active closed-loop filtration
to continuously monitor and improve power quality. An active power filter for grid
connection that uses a shunt active power filter that can be used even when the PV
array is not sending energy to the grid was proposed in [51]. The control is used
simultaneously by MPPT and harmonic compensation.
The compensation of the harmonics introduced by the network takes place through
the introduction of a reactive power q and the two passive elements, Ldc and Cdc,
can be controlled via a switching strategy to act as an active LC filter, as in Table 9.
To improve the control of the active power shunt filter connected to a photovoltaic
system is to directly control the power by selecting the combination of switches to
be applied based on a switch [52]. We can summarize that the potential solutions for
reducing harmonics in current source inverters are:
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Table 9. Potential solutions for harmonics reduction in CSIs.

Solution Category Description

Multilevel topologies
Implement multilevel CSI topologies (e.g., three-level,

five-level) that inherently generate cleaner output voltage
with reduced harmonics

Passive filters Utilize passive filters (e.g., LC filters) to mitigate harmonics by
attenuating unwanted frequency components in the output

Active filters
Employ active filters (e.g., active power filters) to actively

suppress harmonics by injecting counteracting currents into
the system.

Soft switching
Implement soft-switching techniques, such as resonant
converters, to reduce switching-related harmonics and

minimize high-frequency noise

Improved component design
Optimize the design of power electronic components (e.g.,

inductors, capacitors) to minimize harmonic generation and
enhance filtering effectiveness

Advanced PWM techniques
Apply advanced pulse-width modulation (PWM) techniques

(e.g., space vector PWM) for precise control of switching
patterns, reducing harmonics

Grid-side solutions
Employ grid-side solutions, including grid-tied filters and

STATCOMs, to improve power quality and reduce harmonics
at the point of grid connection

System modeling
Develop accurate system models for predictive control and

harmonics analysis, enabling proactive harmonic
mitigation strategies

Improved control algorithms
Implement advanced control algorithms that optimize the

current waveform and minimize harmonic distortion in
the output

These potential solutions address the challenge of reducing harmonics in CSIs and
improving the quality of the output voltage. The choice of solution(s) to implement
will depend on specific system requirements, performance objectives, and constraints
in the photovoltaic or other applications using CSIs;

4. Power factor: Maintaining a high power factor is crucial for efficient power transmis-
sion and utilization. CSIs offer excellent power factor control, ensuring a near unity
power factor during grid connection. By actively managing the power factor, CSIs
improve system efficiency and minimize losses, enhancing the overall performance of
the PV system;

5. Dynamic response of CSIs refers to their ability to quickly and accurately respond to
load changes and variations in solar irradiance levels. CSIs exhibit excellent dynamic
response characteristics, allowing them to adapt to rapid changes in load demand and
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maintain stable grid integration. Their fast response time and advanced control algo-
rithms enable smooth transitions and reliable operation under dynamic conditions;

6. Management of solar irradiance variations: CSIs are designed to handle variations in
solar irradiance levels effectively. Through advanced MPPT algorithms, they optimize
the power output from solar panels, maximizing energy harvest even under varying
solar conditions. This effective management of solar irradiance variations ensures
optimal performance and energy production throughout the day;

7. Grid integration: The seamless integration of PV systems with the electrical grid is a
key performance requirement. CSIs facilitate smooth grid integration through their
ability to regulate voltage and frequency, support reactive power control, and provide
anti-islanding protection. By actively interacting with the grid, CSIs ensure stable
and reliable operation, minimizing the risk of grid instability or disruptions. This
feature is particularly important in utility-scale PV systems where grid compliance
and grid support functionalities are essential. An article presents and examines a
prototype of a Silicon Carbide (SiC) current source inverter CSI that analyzes the
switching performance of legs constructed with SiC MOSFETs [53,54] and a non-SiC
diode in series, as well as legs equipped with SiC MOSFETs and a SiC Schottky
diode in series [17]. The research findings indicate that the parasitic capacitance
of the series diode significantly impacts the switching performance, limiting the
achievable switching frequencies. The prototype described in this paper is designed
for three-phase operation;

8. Reliability and durability: The performance of CSIs is also influenced by their relia-
bility and durability. These inverters are designed with robust components, thermal
management systems, and advanced protection mechanisms to withstand various
environmental conditions, such as temperature variations and humidity. Reliability
features, including fault detection and protection against voltage spikes metal-oxide-
semiconductor varistors (MOVs) or current surges [55], contribute to the long-term
performance and durability of CSIs in photovoltaic systems. A reliability study of
CSI and Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) systems connected to a transformerless power
grid [19] concludes that the CSI topology is the most reliable. Furthermore, among
the CSI topologies, the four-leg one has a reliability greater than 98% (Table 10).

Table 10. Reliability of CSI and VSI systems.

System Reliability

VSI 93.78%
CSI (three-leg) 96.48%
CSI (four-leg) 98.04%

A comparative analysis of PV-powered VSI and CSI converters argues that for gradual
load changes, the CSI performs worse than other types of inverters in maintaining power
quality if the load is variable [56]. But, this might not be a problem in grid-connected CSIs,
since the load can be adjusted more gradually. Based on an analysis of the performance of
the three-phase inverter in the solar PV system under dynamic load conditions, it is evident
that the power quality of the CSI is inferior to that of the VSI [57]. Efficiency-wise CSI
microinverters still tend to have efficiencies below 98%, as most conventional single-phase
PV inverters use switching frequencies below 20 kHz [58]. Compared to the VSI, the CSI
has the intrinsic drawback of not being able to withstand the open circuit faults present.
Unlike VSI, where an open circuit fault can be detected and managed relatively easily, CSI
are challenging in this regards. In a CSI, the current source input implies that when an
open circuit fault occurs, the inverter cannot inherently limit or control the output voltage.
This limitation can result in overvoltage conditions, posing risks to connected equipment
and the grid. Additionally, it can lead to reduced system efficiency and compromised
power quality.
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5. Control of CSIs in Photovoltaic Systems

The control strategies employed in CSIs in PV systems focus more on techniques such
as MPPT control, predictive control strategies, and more (Figure 25).
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Potential solutions for control mechanism optimization in CSIs are:

• Current sensing and monitoring: Implementing precise current sensing and monitor-
ing techniques is crucial in CSIs. Real-time current measurements can detect open
circuit faults promptly. When an open circuit fault is detected, the inverter can respond
by reducing its output voltage, limiting the risk of overvoltage conditions;

• Active voltage control: Advanced control algorithms can be employed to actively
manage the output voltage of CSIs. By modulating the switching patterns of the
inverter in response to system conditions, the voltage output can be controlled within
safe limits, even in the presence of open circuit faults;

• Feedback mechanisms incorporate feedback mechanisms that continuously assess
the output voltage and current. These feedback loops can adjust the operation of the
inverter to ensure that the voltage remains within predefined boundaries, reducing
the risk of overvoltage; In Figure 26 M is the modulation index, and the current control
loop operates significantly faster than the voltage control loop;

• Fault detection algorithms develop fault detection algorithms specifically designed for
CSIs. These algorithms can quickly identify open circuit faults and trigger protective
actions to prevent overvoltage. They can also distinguish between genuine faults and
transient conditions.
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• Fault detection algorithms develop fault detection algorithms specifically designed for
CSIs. These algorithms can quickly identify open circuit faults and trigger protective
actions to prevent overvoltage. They can also distinguish between genuine faults and
transient conditions.

The challenges introduced by PV applications can be addressed through a combination
of advanced control strategies, current sensing, feedback mechanisms and protection
devices. Preventing open circuit failures and dealing with overvoltage problems is indeed a
problem worthy of attention, and continuous research and innovation in power electronics
continues to provide solutions to improve the reliability and safety of CSI-based systems
(Table 11).

Table 11. Potential solutions for control mechanism optimization in CSIs.

Solution Category Description

Advanced control
algorithms

Implement advanced control algorithms that optimize the current
waveform, enhance tracking of maximum power points, and

improve overall system efficiency

Adaptive control strategies
Utilize adaptive control strategies that can dynamically adjust
control parameters based on changing operating conditions,

maximizing performance

Model predictive control
Apply model predictive control (MPC) techniques for real-time
optimization of system parameters and accurate prediction of

future states

Digital signal processing
Incorporate digital signal processing (DSP) for precise control and

harmonic compensation, enabling fine-grained control of
output waveforms

Predictive control methods
Employ predictive control methods to anticipate system behavior

and optimize control actions accordingly, minimizing
response time

Sensor-less control
Implement sensor-less control techniques that reduce hardware
complexity by relying on advanced algorithms for feedback and

system monitoring
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The challenges introduced by PV applications can be addressed through a combination
of advanced control strategies, current sensing, feedback mechanisms and protection
devices, sa summarizd in Table 11. Preventing open circuit failures and dealing with
overvoltage problems is indeed a problem worthy of attention, and continuous research
and innovation in power electronics continues to provide solutions to improve the reliability
and safety of CSI-based systems.
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Table 11. Potential solutions for control mechanism optimization in CSIs.

Solution Category Description

Advanced control
algorithms

Implement advanced control algorithms that optimize the current
waveform, enhance tracking of maximum power points, and

improve overall system efficiency

Adaptive control strategies
Utilize adaptive control strategies that can dynamically adjust
control parameters based on changing operating conditions,

maximizing performance

Model predictive control
Apply model predictive control (MPC) techniques for real-time
optimization of system parameters and accurate prediction of

future states

Digital signal processing
Incorporate digital signal processing (DSP) for precise control and

harmonic compensation, enabling fine-grained control of
output waveforms

Predictive control methods Employ predictive control methods to anticipate system behavior
and optimize control actions accordingly, minimizing response time

Sensor-less control
Implement sensor-less control techniques that reduce hardware
complexity by relying on advanced algorithms for feedback and

system monitoring

Adaptive modulation
schemes

Employ adaptive modulation schemes that can dynamically adjust
modulation indices and techniques to match varying

load conditions

Synchronization
algorithms

Utilize synchronization algorithms for accurate grid
interconnection, ensuring seamless integration with the

electrical grid

Real-time monitoring Integrate real-time monitoring and diagnostics to continuously
assess system performance and make adjustments for optimization.

Harmonic compensation Develop strategies for harmonic compensation to counteract
harmonic distortions and enhance the quality of the output voltage

These potential solutions aim to optimize the control mechanisms in CSIs, enabling
improved performance, power quality, and grid integration. The choice of solutions to
implement should be based on specific system requirements, objectives, and the complexity
of the application in which CSI are deployed. As far as the control of the converter is
concerned, different techniques can be used:

• MPPT control is a key control technique used in CSIs to optimize the PV array output
power. MPPT algorithms continuously monitor operating conditions and dynamically
adjust the operating point to extract maximum power from the solar arrays. Various
MPPT algorithms, such as Perturb and Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance
(IC), and Fractional Open Circuit Voltage (FOCV), are commonly employed in CSIs to
ensure efficient energy conversion, as in Figure 27.

• Predictive control strategies offer advanced control capabilities for CSIs in PV systems.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) and Direct Predictive Control (DPC) are examples
of predictive control techniques used to optimize the performance of CSIs. These
strategies use mathematical models of the system and predictive algorithms to make
control decisions in real time, ensuring optimal power extraction, rapid response to
changing conditions and improved stability. Using MPPT control data, the three state
vectors for an SVM modulation in a three-phase CSI can be calculated [46]. In [15],
an artificial neural network-based fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [59], coupled with a
nonlinear sliding mode control (SMC) for power grid connection demonstrates the
capability to achieve lower THD compared to the SMC approach.
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Table 11. Cont.

Solution Category Description

Adaptive modulation
schemes

Employ adaptive modulation schemes that can dynamically
adjust modulation indices and techniques to match varying

load conditions

Synchronization algorithms
Utilize synchronization algorithms for accurate grid

interconnection, ensuring seamless integration with the
electrical grid

Real-time monitoring
Integrate real-time monitoring and diagnostics to continuously

assess system performance and make adjustments
for optimization.

Harmonic compensation
Develop strategies for harmonic compensation to counteract

harmonic distortions and enhance the quality of the
output voltage

These potential solutions aim to optimize the control mechanisms in CSIs, enabling
improved performance, power quality, and grid integration. The choice of solutions to
implement should be based on specific system requirements, objectives, and the complexity
of the application in which CSI are deployed. As far as the control of the converter is
concerned, different techniques can be used:

• MPPT control is a key control technique used in CSIs to optimize the PV array output
power. MPPT algorithms continuously monitor operating conditions and dynamically
adjust the operating point to extract maximum power from the solar arrays. Various
MPPT algorithms, such as Perturb and Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance
(IC), and Fractional Open Circuit Voltage (FOCV), are commonly employed in CSIs to
ensure efficient energy conversion, as in Figure 27.

• Predictive control strategies offer advanced control capabilities for CSIs in PV systems.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) and Direct Predictive Control (DPC) are examples
of predictive control techniques used to optimize the performance of CSIs. These
strategies use mathematical models of the system and predictive algorithms to make
control decisions in real time, ensuring optimal power extraction, rapid response to
changing conditions and improved stability. Using MPPT control data, the three state
vectors for an SVM modulation in a three-phase CSI can be calculated [46]. In [15],
an artificial neural network-based fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [59], coupled with a
nonlinear sliding mode control (SMC) for power grid connection demonstrates the
capability to achieve lower THD compared to the SMC approach.

Figure 27. Control system of MPPT with single inverter.

Furthermore, an FLC controller can be used to quickly locate the MPPT [42] and
demonstrates the ability to meet network requirements. The control structure of the system

Figure 27. Control system of MPPT with single inverter.

Furthermore, an FLC controller can be used to quickly locate the MPPT [42] and
demonstrates the ability to meet network requirements. The control structure of the system
consists of an MPPT, a current loop and a voltage loop to improve the system performance
during normal and variable conditions, and a PLL for grid connection Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Block diagram of the FLC-based MPPT.

Different MPPT methods, such as P&O, IC, SMC and FLC, applied to a two-stage
grid-connected PV system, show different THD. From a comparison on the THD level of
the currents injected into the connection network, the FLC and SMC-based MPPT methods,
the injected current’s THD was 1.34% and 1.99% [60].

Ref. [61] proposes a technique that generates SPWM using Clark–Park transformations
applied to the desired output current waveform allows for combining the desired ampli-
tude with waveform data to generate the modulating wave for SPWM. In addition, the CSI
can be used in three-level voltage boost converters that use three-level logic SPWM [62].
Controlling CSIs in PV systems presents some challenges that must be addressed for opti-
mal performance. One challenge is the mitigation of grid voltage fluctuations and harmonic
distortions caused by the operation of CSIs. Advanced control algorithms and filtering
techniques can be implemented to solve these problems and maintain high power quality.
Considering that CSIs exhibit slower response to load variations and generally produce
higher THD when operating with variable loads, a nonlinear control strategy for single-
phase PWM current source inverters can better address dynamic control shortcomings.
An adaptive control strategy that updates gain values based on feedback data, aiming
to better compensate for load variations, is presented in [63]. Another challenge of PV
converters is managing partial shading conditions, which can lead to multiple maximum
power points and inefficient power extraction. The optimization of the discrete-time PI
controller for a single-phase grid-connected current source inverter involves sizing the
controller by approximating the behavior of the inverter. One way is to approximate it as
an LC filter during the initial tuning stage. Subsequently, the controller gains are calculated
based on the desired crossover frequency and phase margin [64]. Furthermore, the con-
trol of CSIs in PV systems requires robust fault detection and protection mechanisms to
ensure system reliability and safety. Comprehensive fault detection algorithms and reliable
protective measures can be implemented to mitigate risks and prevent equipment damage.
Additionally, coordinating communication and control between multiple inverters in a PV
system poses challenges, especially in large-scale installations. Advanced control architec-
tures and communication protocols enable effective coordination and ensure optimized
system performance.

6. Integration of CSIs in Photovoltaic Systems

Integrating CSIs into photovoltaic systems presents challenges and strategies for
interfacing with PV modules, energy storage systems, monitoring and control mechanisms,
and more. The most relevant ones are:

• Interface with PV modules: Effective interface between CSIs and PV modules is crucial
for optimized power conversion and energy extraction. Challenges may arise from
module-level variations, partial shading conditions, or differences in maximum power
points. Advanced techniques such as distributed maximum power point tracking
(DMPPT) [65], module-level power electronics, and innovative bypass diode configura-
tions can address these challenges. These solutions enable CSIs to efficiently interface
with PV modules and extract maximum energy, ensuring optimal system performance;
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Different MPPT methods, such as P&O, IC, SMC and FLC, applied to a two-stage
grid-connected PV system, show different THD. From a comparison on the THD level of
the currents injected into the connection network, the FLC and SMC-based MPPT methods,
the injected current’s THD was 1.34% and 1.99% [60].

Ref. [61] proposes a technique that generates SPWM using Clarke–Park transforma-
tions applied to the desired output current waveform allows for combining the desired
amplitude with waveform data to generate the modulating wave for SPWM. In addition, the
CSI can be used in three-level voltage boost converters that use three-level logic SPWM [62].
Controlling CSIs in PV systems presents some challenges that must be addressed for opti-
mal performance. One challenge is the mitigation of grid voltage fluctuations and harmonic
distortions caused by the operation of CSIs. Advanced control algorithms and filtering
techniques can be implemented to solve these problems and maintain high power quality.
Considering that CSIs exhibit slower response to load variations and generally produce
higher THD when operating with variable loads, a nonlinear control strategy for single-
phase PWM current source inverters can better address dynamic control shortcomings.
An adaptive control strategy that updates gain values based on feedback data, aiming
to better compensate for load variations, is presented in [63]. Another challenge of PV
converters is managing partial shading conditions, which can lead to multiple maximum
power points and inefficient power extraction. The optimization of the discrete-time PI
controller for a single-phase grid-connected current source inverter involves sizing the
controller by approximating the behavior of the inverter. One way is to approximate it as
an LC filter during the initial tuning stage. Subsequently, the controller gains are calculated
based on the desired crossover frequency and phase margin [64]. Furthermore, the con-
trol of CSIs in PV systems requires robust fault detection and protection mechanisms to
ensure system reliability and safety. Comprehensive fault detection algorithms and reliable
protective measures can be implemented to mitigate risks and prevent equipment damage.
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Additionally, coordinating communication and control between multiple inverters in a PV
system poses challenges, especially in large-scale installations. Advanced control architec-
tures and communication protocols enable effective coordination and ensure optimized
system performance.

6. Integration of CSIs in Photovoltaic Systems

Integrating CSIs into photovoltaic systems presents challenges and strategies for
interfacing with PV modules, energy storage systems, monitoring and control mechanisms,
and more. The most relevant ones are:

• Interface with PV modules: Effective interface between CSIs and PV modules is crucial
for optimized power conversion and energy extraction. Challenges may arise from
module-level variations, partial shading conditions, or differences in maximum power
points. Advanced techniques such as distributed maximum power point tracking
(DMPPT) [65], module-level power electronics, and innovative bypass diode configura-
tions can address these challenges. These solutions enable CSIs to efficiently interface
with PV modules and extract maximum energy, ensuring optimal system performance;

• Integration with energy storage systems: The integration of Energy Storage Systems
(ESSs) with PV systems is gaining traction to enable efficient energy management and
grid support. CSIs can be tailored to facilitate seamless integration with ESSs. Chal-
lenges in ESS integration include bidirectional power flow, battery management, and
control coordination. Advanced control algorithms, bidirectional power converters,
and communication protocols enable CSIs to effectively interface with ESSs, allowing
for optimized energy utilization, peak shaving, and grid ancillary services;

• Monitoring and control systems: Reliable monitoring and control systems are essential
for efficient operation, performance evaluation, and fault detection in PV systems
with CSIs. Challenges involve real-time data acquisition, system diagnostics, and
remote control capabilities. Advanced monitoring and control solutions, such as
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, IoT-based technologies,
and predictive maintenance algorithms, offer comprehensive monitoring, precise
control, and effective system management. These solutions enhance the performance
and reliability of PV systems with CSIs;

• Regulatory and grid connection requirements: Integrating CSIs into PV systems re-
quires compliance with regulatory and grid connection standards. These standards
may include grid codes, safety regulations, and certification requirements. Challenges
arise in meeting grid compliance, anti-islanding protection, and grid support function-
alities. CSIs should incorporate protection mechanisms, voltage and frequency control
algorithms, and communication protocols to ensure compliance with regulatory and
grid connection requirements. Adhering to these standards ensures safe and reliable
operation while supporting the stability and integrity of the electrical grid.

7. Interaction with the Electrical Grid

In photovoltaic systems, the interaction between inverters and the electrical grid is a
critical aspect that determines the seamless integration of solar energy. This article examines
the interaction of CSIs with the electrical grid in photovoltaic systems, addressing chal-
lenges and exploring solutions related to grid synchronization, power quality management,
power fluctuations, grid connection standards, and more [66,67]. Additionally, compliance
with grid regulations and standards is emphasized to ensure safe and reliable operation.

• Grid synchronization: The synchronization of CSIs with the electrical grid is vital
for seamless operation and grid compliance. Challenges can arise due to variations
in grid voltage, frequency, and phase angle. Advanced control algorithms and grid
synchronization techniques, such as PLL algorithms and synchronization filters, enable
CSIs to accurately synchronize with the grid. These solutions ensure stable and reliable
grid connection, facilitating power injection and supporting grid stability;
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• Power quality management: Managing power quality is crucial to meet grid standards
and ensure the smooth operation of electrical devices. CSIs play a key role in maintain-
ing high power quality by minimizing harmonic distortion, voltage fluctuations, and
reactive power issues. Robust filtering techniques, power factor control algorithms,
and active/reactive power management capabilities enable CSIs to deliver clean and
reliable power to the grid, complying with power quality norms;

• Power fluctuations management: Photovoltaic systems can experience power fluc-
tuations due to varying solar irradiance levels or system disturbances. CSIs should
effectively manage these fluctuations to ensure stable power supply to the grid. Ad-
vanced control strategies, such as power ramp rate control, energy storage integration,
and grid support functionalities, help mitigate power fluctuations. These solutions
enable CSIs to provide smooth power output, enhancing grid stability and minimizing
the impact of intermittent solar power generation;

• Grid connection standards and compliance: CSIs must adhere to specific grid con-
nection standards and regulations (Table 12) to ensure safe and reliable operation.
Compliance with standards, such as IEEE 1547 and IEC 61727 [68], and grid codes
set by local utility authorities, is essential. CSIs should incorporate features like anti-
islanding protection, fault detection mechanisms, and communication protocols to
meet the requirements of grid connection standards. This ensures that PV systems with
CSIs operate in accordance with grid guidelines and maintain grid stability during
various operating conditions.

Table 12. Standard for grid connection of PV inverters.

Type IEEE 1547-2018 IEC 61727-2004

Description
Standard for interconnecting

distributed resources with
electric power systems

Photovoltaic (PV)
systems–Characteristics of the

utility interface

Grid frequency range (Hz) 56.5–62 49–51

THD (%) <5 <5

Power Factor - 0.9

DC current injection (%) No change <1

Nominal power <10 MVA (distributed
resources)

<10 kW (low voltage utility
grid)

Voltage range (%) 88–110 85–110

The interaction of CSIs with the electrical grid in photovoltaic systems is a complex pro-
cess that requires careful consideration of grid synchronization, power quality management,
power fluctuations, and compliance with grid connection standards.

8. Recent Developments and Future Trends

The field of CSIs has witnessed remarkable progress in recent years, driven by a
growing demand for efficient and grid-friendly photovoltaic (PV) systems. These advances
are instrumental in enhancing the performance, reliability, and integration of CSIs within
modern energy landscapes. This section highlights some of the latest developments, trends,
and emerging technologies in the realm of CSIs.

• Multilevel topologies: One significant trend in the CSI domain is the increasing
adoption of multilevel topologies. Multilevel CSIs, such as five-level and seven-level
inverters, have gained prominence due to their ability to generate cleaner output
voltage waveforms with significantly reduced harmonics. These topologies leverage
a greater number of voltage levels, offering advantages in terms of power quality,
efficiency, and grid compatibility. Recent research has focused on optimizing the
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control strategies for multilevel CSIs, further improving their performance and making
them a preferred choice for medium to large-scale PV installations;

• Integration with advanced power devices offers exciting possibilities for CSIs in
PV systems. Emerging technologies, such as wide-bandgap semiconductors (e.g.,
silicon carbide, gallium nitride (GaN) [8]), can enhance the efficiency and power
density of CSIs. Their superior switching characteristics, reduced losses, and higher
operating temperatures open new avenues for miniaturization, higher power ratings,
and improved reliability of CSIs;

• Intelligent control algorithms, driven by artificial intelligence and machine learning
techniques, present an exciting opportunity for enhancing the performance and adapt-
ability of CSIs. These algorithms can optimize system operation, improve MPPT
algorithms, enhance fault detection and protection mechanisms, and enable predic-
tive maintenance. By leveraging real-time data, intelligent control algorithms can
maximize energy extraction, enhance power quality, and ensure grid compatibility;

• Energy storage integration: The integration of energy storage systems (ESSs) with
CSIs is a promising area for future research. Efficient management of energy storage
enables increased self-consumption, peak shaving, and grid support services. Fu-
ture developments can focus on advanced control strategies for bidirectional power
flow, improved battery management techniques, and optimized charge/discharge
algorithms. The seamless integration of CSIs with ESSs can enable greater energy
autonomy, enhanced system flexibility, and improved resilience;

• Utilization of innovative materials: Exploring innovative materials for the components
of CSIs presents opportunities for improved performance and reliability. Research
can focus on the development of lightweight, high-temperature resistant materials for
power electronic components, advanced thermal management systems, and enhanced
packaging technologies. These advancements can contribute to reduced system costs,
increased power density, and improved overall efficiency of CSI inverters;

• Smart grid integration: CSIs are playing a pivotal role in smart grid integration.
Advanced control algorithms and communication protocols are being developed to
enable CSIs to operate as intelligent grid assets. This allows for enhanced grid support
functions, such as voltage and frequency regulation, fault ride-through capabilities,
and active power filtering. These developments are vital for the seamless incorporation
of renewable energy sources into the grid and ensuring grid stability;

• Market opportunities and regulatory implications: Future research and development
efforts for CSIs must consider market opportunities and regulatory implications.
As the demand for renewable energy increases, photovoltaic systems and CSIs are
expected to witness significant growth. Research can explore market trends, identify
emerging applications (e.g., electric vehicle charging infrastructure, smart grids),
and address regulatory challenges associated with grid connection standards, safety
requirements, and compliance with evolving norms.

In conclusion, the latest advances in CSIs are shaping the landscape of photovoltaic
and renewable energy systems. Multilevel topologies, smart grid integration, wide bandgap
semiconductors, predictive control, and energy storage integration are key areas driving
innovation in CSI technology. As these developments continue, CSIs are poised to play a
pivotal role in the transition to cleaner and more sustainable energy systems.

9. Conclusions

The evolving landscape of renewable energy demands a thorough comprehension
of CSI performance, control strategies, and their seamless integration into photovoltaic
systems. In this context, CSIs assume a pivotal role in enabling efficient energy conversion
and grid integration. These inverters bridge the gap between the different DC outputs of
photovoltaic panels and the consistent AC requirements of the electrical grid. Their function
extends beyond ensuring power quality; they also bolster the stability and dependability
of the entire energy ecosystem. To assess these parameters, the various topologies of CSI
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converters were examined and subsequently summarized in the review for swift reference.
Nevertheless, despite acknowledging the advancements made in harnessing the potential
of CSIs, persisting challenges necessitate additional research and development. These
challenges encompass reducing harmonics, optimizing control mechanisms, and enhancing
cost-effectiveness.
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